Latest start date—4th April 2019.

The Outwood 60 Day History Revision Challenge
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mind map showing
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were a threat to
Elizabeth due to the
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Day 6: Draw a
timeline and
label: 2 causes of
illness,
treatments &
preventions for
each time period.

Day 10: Create a
fact-file on Galen.
Make sure you
include what he
achieved in medicine
& explain his
importance in the
history of medicine.

Day 11: Create a
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Elizabeth & Mary’
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Day 26: Create a factfile on William Harvey.
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what he achieved in
medicine and the
factors that helped
him.
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Gestapo.
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consequences of
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Grant’s Peace

Policy 1868.
Day 39: Create a
mind-map to show
the different methods
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by the Nazi Party.
Draw pictures to help
you remember.
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Day 50: Create a
fact-file on the
development of
penicillin. Get a
family member to
test you on it.
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Day 41: Plan an
answer to the
following question:
Explain why Philip II
sent the Spanish
Armada. Show your
teacher.

Day 42: Explain to
a family member
what the Public
Health Act of 1875
introduced. Get
them to repeat it
back to you.

Day 56: Complete
the exam question:
Explain two
consequences of the
Battle of the Little
Big Horn.

Day 47: Create a
flashcard to show
how different
youth groups
opposed the Nazi
Party.
Day 48: Explain the
importance of the
Dawes Act 1887 for the
way of life of the Plains
Indians. Explain it to a
family member and get
them to repeat it back.

the reasons for its
failure.

Day 58: Draw &
label a diagram
showing the chain of
evacuation on the
Western Front.
Make sure you add
SFD to your labels.
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Day 59: Go through
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Explain why Francis
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globe 1577-80.

a Germany exam
paper & remind
yourself how to
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question types.
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